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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Peaked Pies Burnaby Heights from Burnaby. Currently,
there are 17 meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the

restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What TS OS likes about Peaked Pies
Burnaby Heights:

Unique experience with good food. Pie was tasty especially their gravy and we really liked their Spinach ricotta
roll. Price is ok and food are good in general. It took minutes to prepare our order. I don’t know if there were

designated parking for this restaurant but there should be free street parking not too far around. Overall,
recommended. read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in

pleasant weather, and there is no-charge WLAN. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem
for guests with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What Ashif Tejani doesn't like about Peaked Pies Burnaby

Heights:
i showed up at 7pm on a Sunday. the very tiny patio was being shut down. i asked to sit outside but i did not a
nice response from my server. i did manage to sit outside on a beautiful evening.The steak and mushroom pie
was served within 5mins. Microwaved for sure.The pie is supposed to be full of chunky steak....Not at all. the

crust was soggy from being microwaved. bland mash and peas.i paid almost $30 including a... read more. For
breakfast, a opulent brunch is offered at Peaked Pies Burnaby Heights in Burnaby that you can celebrate

according to your mood, Additionally, they offer you typical Australian menus with ingredients like bush tomatoes
and finger limes. Apart from simple snacks, sweet pieces and cakes, there are also cold and hot drinks, The

guests of the establishment are also thrilled with the extensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities
that the establishment offers.
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FISH AND CHIPS

Sid� dishe�
MASHED POTATOES

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
GRAVY

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Coffe�
CAFÉ
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TUNA STEAK
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